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Winner Colin
received a blue

ceramic oil dispenser
19th April - Debutant Colin wins OUR Charity One Ball Tournament
                             as we raise £100 for Prostate Cancer Reseach
Fresh from his four wins from six games in his first ever tournament at Hamptworth last weekend, Colin Morgan took
our Charity One Ball event title today ahead of a 20 strong field.
He was undefeated until the very last round when he sucumbed to Michael Seagrief, but had done enough to secure
victory just ahead of Robin Morrell who also finished with the one loss to his name.
Unfortunatly for Robin, that loss was at the hands of Colin and so he won the event on the 'who beat whom' tie-break
rule.
It looked for a long time as though last year's winner Mike Fensome might secure a second sucessive Charity title but
Colin held his nerve in a very tense 'pegging-out' sequence
His ability to master the AC roll shot only shown to the filed just before the start of play, was an unexpected revelation
and it was the same too for Robin Morrell who strung together some nice breaks in many of his games. Both these
chaps should have a serious look at AC because they certainly have the mallet skills.

Results: Colin Morgan 5/6 - Robin Morrell 5/6 - Mike Fensome & Michael Seagrief (tied for 3rd) both on 4/6 - Phillip
Allison, Harry Midgley, Don Rutherford all 3/4, Ralph Chambers & Dianne Browne both 3/5, Delia Norris 2/3, Rosie
Richardson, Raghu Iyer & Paddy Bunch 2/4, Helen Walker 2/6, Margaret Broughton 1/3, Helen Morton 1/4, Christine
Searle 1/5, Jean Pinguet 0/2, Diane Pascoe 0/4, Frances Colman (coaching), Chris Roberts (managing).
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